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My personal experience
Initially when I planned to write the CISSP exam I bought the Ofﬁcial (ISC)2 Guide to the CISSP CBK and started reading from
chapter 1. After a few pages I found I started to lose my interest as it was all theory and so far I used to learn the things by
experimenting. You won’t believe it took me nearly two months to ﬁnish just the ﬁrst chapter. Then I gave a second thought
whether I should do this exam or not as I was thinking it is going to take more than a year that way. But I was very keen to obtain
this gold standard certiﬁcation. When re-evaluated I realized I was going too slow because I didn’t have the target date to prepare
myself for the exam. In my opinion the task with no deﬁned end date just becomes never ending when one has to do hard work
to complete it [in short man is a lazy animal :-)]. So I quickly re-energized myself and booked the exam scheduled after nearly 4
months. And I think I made the right decision. This accelerated my learning and I was able to ﬁnish the whole book in less than 3
months with spending just 3-5 hours per day after I came back from ofﬁce. I made a quick review of the book in about a week and
started ﬁnding some good question banks on internet. And that was a big mistake I feel. I had totally lost my conﬁdence that I
can pass as those questions were expecting me to remember everything from the book from security architectures to various laws
and ethics statements. I was about to re-schedule my exam before I tried the The (ISC)2 Self-Assessment Tool (StudiScope). My
exam as well as all study tools were sponsored by my company and I quickly got approval to purchase the ofﬁcial assessment
tool. I attempted the assessment test 2 days after and I scored 88% in my ﬁrst attempt. I was much relaxed. I spent rest of the
time in just reviewing the book and attempted these assessments.
Exam Day Experience: I was quite nervous but at the other side, the assessment tool had helped me gain conﬁdence for the
exam. Finally the exam clock started and I swiftly started marking my response for questions one by one. I found whenever I
get a questions I was not sure about I tend to get more nervous. Soon I started skipping such question and marked them for later
review. The rest of the exam with this strategy just went perfect. After ﬁnishing all questions I came to marked ones and in the
second time I was able to answer few of them just straight away. Rest I just guessed.
When ﬁnished six hours were almost passed. I think I was lucky I didn’t spent too much time on questions I was not sure about,
doing this I would have left some questions unanswered. The same happened with the middle-east guy who was sitting next to
me. He could not answer approx 40 questions because of time.
I guide my students to monitor the time they spend on each question while doing assessment tests. Going too slow will leave less
time and more questions in the end. Going too fast means you are not spending the required time to understand the question and
evaluate each answer. Avoid both as much as you can.
Some sample questions
1. Which of the following ensures that the application’s hardware remain highly available?
a. Disk Mirroring
b. Clustering
c. RAI
d. RAIT
2. What is the advantage of digital signatures over message authentication codes?
a. Digital signature provides integrity veriﬁcation while message authentication code can not
b. Digital signature provides conﬁdentiality while message authentication code can not
c. Digital signature provides authenticity while message authentication code can not
d. Digital signature works faster than message authentication codes
3. What is not secured in end-to-end encryption?
a. Packet payload
b. Public key
c. Packet header
d. Private key
4. When due diligence and due care is observed it is said to be:
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a. Prudent person rule
b. Proactive approach
c. Negligence
d. Reactive approach
5. Which of the following algorithms can be used for Kerberos encryption
a. DSA
b. RSA
c. DES
d. ECC
6. Which of the following provide isolation between subjects and objects?
a. Reference monitor kernel
b. Security monitor kernel
c. Trusted computing base
d. Security kernel
7. What is the purpose of using Secure Hash Algorithm in virtual private networks?
a. Authentication
b. Key validation
c. Integrity
d. Encryption
8. Which of the following documents has optional statements?
a. Policy
b. Regulation
c. Baseline
d. Guideline
9. Which of the following glass type you will use for windows opening at street level
a. Tempered glass
b. Wired glass
c. Laminated glass
d. Bullet resistant glass
10. If an IDS runs a script on ﬁrewall to block an attacking address, what type of control it is?
a. Corrective
b. Preventive
c. Detective
d. Compensating
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